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 Introduction of the 3D structure tensor as a regularizer for the super resolution 

tomographic reconstruction problem.

 The use of SART for the data-fidelity subproblem in the proximal framework.

 The validation of our methods with extensive experiments and real applications.

Applications

3D reconstruction [1]

Image formation model

Data term Regularizers
Structure tensor prior (STP)

Abstract
 The tomography is an ill-posed inverse problem, aiming to reconstruct a 3D volume 

from a set of 2D projection images of the scanned object.

 During several decades, a lot of reconstruction methods have been proposed in 

different application fields like medical imaging or mechanical engineering. Still for 

some scanning scenarios the tomography problem remains an active research field.

In the following we present our work related to some of these challenging applications:

Super-resolution reconstruction of thin 

1D/2D structures

Sparse-view / Limited-Angle tomography

Dynamic tomography reconstruction

4D reconstruction[2,3]

Warp & Project 

framework

Wilting rose

Flow of a high viscosity fluid

Controlled compression of a copper foam

Capillarity effect in porous rock

Soot/fluid imaging  
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